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Overview

• Theoretical grounding: Fillmore 1988 and Goldberg 2006
• The Russian Constructicon (RusCon): general information
• Challenges & solutions:

1. What cxns should be included? What should guide our choices?
2. What level of granularity is the most optimal for representing cxns?
3. RusCon as a multifunctional resource (target users)
4. How to make a constructicon user-friendly (for L2 learners & instructors)?
5. How to get students to engage with the constructicon?

• Wrapping up
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213  Imrényi 

displaying only a subset of the relevant attributes. [...] [I]t is suggested that 
the dominant attribute of SAI is non-positive; this attribute of SAI con-
structions serves to motivate the form of the construction” (Goldberg 2006: 
170). 
 
When a more complete picture emerges, two alternative analyses are 
proposed. In the first (shown in Figure 1 below), the network of SAI 
constructions is organized around a prototype called “non-prototypical 
sentence”, characterized by the properties non-positive, non-predicate focus, 
non-assertive, dependent, and non-declarative. Each SAI construction is an 
extension from this prototype, displaying some but not all of its attributes. 
This is considered to be analogous to the way the meanings of lexical items are 
organized: e.g. the prototype for ‘baby’ includes the attributes ‘small, cute, 
emotionally immature’, etc., not all of which are salient in expressions like 
baby carrot (Goldberg 2006: 170). 
 
 

 

Figure 1.  Functional category of SAI constructions with “non-prototypical sentence”  
as its prototype (Goldberg 2006: 177) 

 

One problematic aspect of this approach is that the category “non-prototypical 
sentence” has a dubious cognitive/experiential status: as Goldberg concedes, 
“while we frequently encounter prototypical sentences, we do not encounter 
"non-prototypical sentences" as instances of a non-prototypical sentence 
category” (2006: 176–178). Moreover, it seems odd to have negative 
properties define a prototype as though they were conceptual primitives, with 
no explicit status in the network for the positive values they depend on. 
 
For these reasons, I consider the alternative proposal preferable (see Figure 
2), which is “to reconstrue the category of SAI as a halo of constructions that 

English Subject Auxiliary Inversion family of constructions
(Goldberg 2006)

0. Theoretical grounding

• Fillmore’s (1988: 37) 
claim that “[t]he 
grammar of a language 
can be seen as a 
repertory of 
constructions” 

• Goldberg’s (2006: 
Chapter 8) observation 
that constructions are 
related to each other in 
radial category networks 
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Our goals

• To answer Fillmore’s challenge to describe an entire language in terms of 
constructions, we have built a large-scale constructicon resource that represents a 
major portion of the grammar of Russian. 

• Throughout this process we have endeavored to represent the semantic and formal 
relationships among constructions, following Goldberg’s model. 
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The Russian Constructicon
(RusCon): general info

• Over 2200 multi-word cxns 
• Represents a major portion of the Russian 

grammar
• Cxns are organized into families and larger 

groups via multi-level annotation
• User-friendly for linguists, teachers, 

learners
• Searchable according to semantics, anchor 

words, syntax
• Open-source, publicly archived data
• Designed to be portable to other 

languages, reproducible
7
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What cxns should 
be included?

What should guide 
our choices?
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Our priorities
• We aim to represent a major portion of the grammar of Russian and 

take a maximally inclusive "whole-language" approach
• But we do not want to reproduce what is already represented 

elsewhere (e.g. we do not want to include fully schematic "macro-level" 
cxns or fully idiomatic "micro-level" cxns like idioms and lexemes)
• Instead, we focus on multi-word expressions with open slots (meso-

level cxns), as they are less reliably represented in standard resources
• “partially schematic” cxns (Ehrlemark et al. 2018), often feature non-

transparent or irregular syntax and non-compositional semantics
• We focus on the most strategic and frequent cxns that are important 

for L2 learners. 
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A typical construction in RusCon 

(vsё)              ni-kak          ne        VP-Ipfv
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everything NEG-how    NEG     VP-IPFV
This construction means that some 
[action]Action has been continuing for 
a long time and still does not end, 
despite the speaker’s desire to 
discontinue or stop it.

Multi-word anchor Open slot

Zadača         vsё nikak          ne      rešalas’.
problem      everything   NEG-how  NEG   being-solved

‘And still the problem just didn't get solved.’
‘No matter what (they did) the problem didn't get solved.’

ID 9
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Problem: prioritizing more advanced cxns
• Our initial aim was to ‘fill in the gaps’, i.e. describe cxns that are underrepresented 

in dictionaries and grammars
• Result: focus on complex and non-transparent cxns often featuring irregular syntax

Added cxnsInitial inventory

NP-Acc zvatʹ-Inf NP-Ins/NP-Nom 
Malʹčika zvatʹ Juroj.
‘The boy’s name is Yura.’

NP-Acc zovut NP-Nom 
Moju dočku zovut Maša.
‘My daughter's name is Masha.’

Basic naming cxn in RussianColloquial & rather rare naming cxn

Cxns of this type are most interesting for us Cxns of this type are most needed by learners

How to bridge 
this gap?

How 
representative 

is our 
inventory?



What level of 
granularity is the 
most appropriate 
for representing 
cxns?
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ID 1160
ni glotka

ne VP
'not a 
sip X'

ID 1158
ni šagu
ne VP
'not a 
step X'

ID 1777
ni slova
ne VP
'not a 

word X'

ID 2346
ni minuty/ 

sekundy ne VP
'not a minute/

second X'

ID 229
ni kapli

NP-Gen net
'There is not 
a drop of X'

ID 1161
ni kopejki/
groša ne VP

'not a 
kopeck X'

ID 2345
ni kapli
ne VP
'not a 

drop X'

ID 1690
ni razu
ne VP
'not an 

occasion X'

ID 1157
ni čerta
ne VP
'not a 

devil X'

ID 1159
ni kroški

ne VP
'not a 

crumb X'

ID 213
ni NP-Gen ne VP

'not a Y X'
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Meso-level is heterogeneous on its own

We add highly frequent and prominent 
daughter cxns as distinct entries

A family of minimizing cxns
Upper level

Lower level

two open slots

two fixed anchors

one open slot



Is it possible to design 
a constructicon
as a multifunctional
resource for various 
types of users? 
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Target users of the Russian Constructicon

Linguists Language teachers 
and learners

NLP professionals 

have somewhat conflicting needs
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maximally inclusive and 
accurate inventory 

of cxns based on corpus 
research

“shortcuts” for 
language learning as 

clear & simple 
instructions

high-quality, diverse, and 
well-annotated data 

tailored for training and 
evaluating NLP models



feedback from 
L2 teachers & 

students

feedback 
from 

linguists

Systems of abbreviations in the names of cxns
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Various systems have various sets of categories. 
Each system lacked something that we needed. 

Universal 
Dependencies

Leipzig
glossing

rules
?

(vsё) ni-kak ne VP-Imp (vsё) ni-kak ne VP-Ipfv (vsё) ni-kak ne X
(vsё) ni-kak ne ...

Linguistic terminology and 
abbreviations can be obscure for L2 
learners

less informative
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We developed a set of instructions 
for the morphosyntactic formulas 

based on Leipzig glossing rules
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What linguists need is not the same as what learners want

- showing what is typical or everything that is attested?

Аntenn-u        vetr-om        pognu-l-o,    vsё ni-kak       ne     popravl-ju... [RNC, 2014]

‘Тhe antenna was bent by the wind, I still have not fixed it.’

(vsё)              ni-kak          ne        VP-Ipfv
everything NEG-how    NEG     VP-IPFV

ID 9

antenna-AKK    wind-INSTR    bend-PST-N    everything   NEG-how  NEG   fix-PF-1SG

But the corpus 
shows a few 

attestations of 
perfective 

verbs!

We aim to represent most typical, prominent, and most 
frequent uses of each cxn and provide additional 

comments where necessary. 
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What linguists need is not the same as what learners want

- being accurate or being comprehensible?

Sometimes following all the instructions results in spawning “monsters”: 

NP-Nom Cop/VP v NumCrd-Loc minutax/časax (xodʹby/ezdy/lëta) (ot/do NP-Gen) 
Ja živu v pjati minutax ot metro.
‘I live a five-minute walk from the metro station’.

ID 1561

We aim to find balance between the two extremes. 



How to make a 
constructicon 
user-friendly?
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Challenge 4



Accommodations for L2 
learners: the Browse page
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CEFR level 
selection

user-friendly 
explanations

• Minimalistic intuitive interface design

• Annotation & filter for language 
proficiency levels 

(CEFR, The Common European 
Framework of Reference for 
languages: A1-C2)

• User-friendly concise explanations of 
the key notions: construction, 
constructicon (in English and Russian)

user-friendly 
explanations



Accommodations for L2 
learners: inside cxn entry
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• Definitions of semantics in 3 languages
• short and easy to read
• minimal use of linguistic 

terminology
• based on corpus data analysis & 

scholarly literature
• Corpus-based examples from authentic 

texts that illustrate variability of use 
and points made in the definitions
• examples are adjusted to the CEFR 

level
• Explanation of metaphors

literally:  
“without 5 minutes NP”

bez 5 minut vrač – 
'a doctor to be'

bez 5 minut žena – 
'a wife to be'



Accommodations for L2 
learners: inside cxn entry
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• We provide approximate 
corresponding cxns in Norwegian and 
English 

"equivalents"
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• The "Daily Dose" page you can get 5 
randomly selected constructions that 
match your level. 

page for self-
guided study

Accommodations for L2 
learners: "Daily dose"
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• A video tour responding to 10 FAQ & 
showing possible scenarious of use

• We explain the tabs, abbreviations, 
conventions, annotation tags

• Both in English and in Russian

in English and Russian

video manual

Accommodations for L2 
learners: 
the "Instructions" page



How to get students 
to engage with the 
constructicon?
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built in 2016-2021 / 2022,
launched in September 2021

database with over 2200 Russian 
grammatical constructions

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/

built in January - June 2022,
launched in June 2022

practical exercises for students 
learning Russian 

https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/

• The exercises are aimed at the strategic groups of 57 Russian constructions
• All constructions included in the exercises are carefully described and 

illustrated in the Russian construction

https://constructicon.github.io/russian/
https://constructicon.github.io/construxercise-rus/


Wrapping up
1. What cxns should be included? What should guide our choices?

• Priority is given to multi-word expressions with open slots
• Underrepresented elsewhere, prominent in Russian, and non-transparent for L2 learners

2. What level of granularity is the most optimal for representing cxns?
• We mostly choose meso-level cxns and rather granular representation motivated by the 

pedagogical purposes of the resource
3. RusCon as a multifunctional resource (target users)

• Constructicon building has been a challenging process of constant change and 
compromise, 1) due to bottom-up structuring of the network and 2) in order to address 
the needs of a diverse target audience

4. How to make a constructicon user-friendly (for L2 learners & instructors)?
• Both the interface and the content matter a lot. We implemented various accomodations

that serve the needs of L2 learners
5. How to get students to engage with the constructicon?

• Creating additional resources offering construction-focused exercises is essential.
28
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Thank you!
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extra slides
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Our choice: discourse constructions 
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ID Construction Illustration GLOSS
1087 inymi/drugimi 

slovami, XP/Cl
Naš korrespondent vyexal v aèroport, čtoby vzjatʹ 
intervʹju. Drugimi slovami, zadatʹ neskolʹko 
voprosov. 

IN OTHER WORDS, …

1840 k primeru, Cl/XP Vot, k primeru, mne nravitsja Merilin Monro. FOR EXAMPLE, …

1872 (i) kstati (govorja), Cl I kstati, on prišël bez podarka. BY THE WAY, …

6 (a/tak) čto nasčët XP? Čto nasčët pjatnicy? Kakie u tebja plany? WHAT ABOUT …?

2273 v-NumOrd-yx, XP/Cl Vo-pervyx, ja by xotel poblagodaritʹ svoego trenera. FIRST OF ALL, …

1839 takim obrazom, Cl Takim obrazom, naša komanda za god dobilasʹ 
važnyx rezulʹtatov.

THEREFORE, …

11 (kak) po mne, (tak) Cl Kak po mne, èto eščë ne beda. AS FOR ME, …

2281 Cl, ne pravda li? Interesnyj xudožnik, ne pravda li? …, ISN’T IT?

1133 mjagko govorja, Cl On, mjagko govorja, ne podarok. TO PUT IT MILDLY, …

Clarify your point

Give an example

Add information

Introduce a topic

Structure your argument

Draw a conclusion

Express your opinion

Ask someone for their opinion

Hedge



Issues

standard linguistic terminology and abbreviations are obscure for 
L2-learners and L2-teachers 

čto kasaetsja NP-Gen, to Cl Čto kasaetsja sporta, to ja nikogda ne ljubil begatʹ.

‘As far as sports are concerned, I never liked jogging.’
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Noun phrase in 
Genitive case Clause 

čto kasaetsja …, to … 1. not informative enough
2. connection to the Russian 

Constructicon is lost
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our solution


